Stochastic processes are as ubiquitous throughout the quantitative sciences as they are notorious for being difficult to simulate and predict. In this letter we propose a unitary quantum simulator for discrete-time stochastic processes which requires less internal memory than any classical analogue throughout the simulation. The simulator's internal memory requirements equal those of the best previous quantum models. However, in contrast to previous models it only requires a (small) finite-dimensional Hilbert space. Moreover, since the simulator operates unitarily throughout, it avoids any unnecessary information loss. We provide a stepwise construction for simulators for a large class of stochastic processes hence directly opening the possibility for experimental implementations with current platforms for quantum computation. The results are illustrated for an example process.
Stochastic processes permeate almost all quantitative sciences, describing the behaviour of various dynamical systems when witnessed at discrete points in time. Predictive modelling and simulation of such processes is thus of great scientific relevance, allowing inference of their future behaviour based on past observations. For complex processes, the amount of information such simulations track can become immense. There is thus significant interest in building simple models which can generate correct future statistics, while requiring only as much information about the past as necessary. Conceptually, such models align with the principle of Ockham's Razor, contributing to improved understanding of a process by better isolating information relevant for future prediction. Practically, all information a simulator tracks about the past must be stored, thus bounding the corresponding memory requirement for stochastic simulation. Indeed, complexity theorists have studied this problem intensely in the field of computational mechanics [1] [2] [3] [4] . This has resulted in a systematic method for constructing ε-machines for general stochastic processes -devices that replicate the future statistics of a given process while storing provably less information about past observations compared to all other alternatives. The associated amount of past information they require -as quantified by information entropy -is known as the statistical complexity, a well established quantifier of structure that has been applied to diverse contexts, including neural spike trains [5] , geomagnetism [6] , stock indices [7, 8] , crystallography [9] [10] [11] , and spin chains [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
Quantum technologies have great potential to reshape these studies. Recent advances indicate that for almost all stochastic processes, one can construct a quantum model that demands less past information than the simplest non-quantum counterpart, while generating statistically identical future predictions [17] . This has since led to surging activity at the interface between quantum physics and computational mechanics. Notable developments include the discovery that quantum and classical statistical complexity can exhibit very different scaling and qualitative behaviour [13, 14, 16] , a proposal of more efficient quantum models whose memory saving scale with long-range correlations present in a stochastic process [18, 19] , and a recent application to sampling of rare events [20] . Each of these reflects growing evidence that what we consider complex can fundamentally change in the quantum regime.
To fully establish such observations, however, one must also develop an understanding of the mechanisms in which quantum models for stochastic processes generate future predictions. For instance, in addition to a quantum model's statistical complexity, it is interesting to also consider the number and dimension of physical systems dedicated to its working memory as well as the type of required interactions between these systems. Meanwhile, to achieve optimal results the currently simplest known quantum models require measurement in a Hilbert space whose dimension scales with the cryptic order of a stochastic process -a property closely related to the presence of long-range correlations [18] . This space would become impractically large with increasing cryptic order.
This letter aims to address these issues. We propose a quantum simulator for stochastic processes that includes an efficient quantum circuit for the generation of future predictions. It satisfies three particular desiderata. (1) The amount C q of past information required by the simulator equals that of the most efficient quantum models known so far. (2) The circuit is unitary, such that the internal entropy of the simulator remains C q throughout. (3) Future predictions are generated using only bi-partite interactions between two systems of bounded dimension (assuming bounded C q and finite output alphabet).
Taken together, the presented results close a loophole whereby reduced entropic memory may not necessarily lead to practical savings of memory dimension in stochastic simulation. By showing that the simulator's memory cost never exceeds C q they complement the work by Riechers et al. who developed a method for computing C q [19] . Lastly, they directly open the door for practical simulation of more complex stochastic processes in quantum laboratories.
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Computational mechanics. A stochastic process is a biinfinite sequence of random variables X t , labelled by discrete time-steps t [21] (see Fig. 1A ). It is governed by a probability distribution P ( ← − X , − → X ) where ← − X ≡ . . . , X −2 , X −1 , X 0 corresponds to the past of a process and − → X ≡ X 1 , X 2 , . . . its future. Each X t takes values x from an alphabet A. Strings of output symbols x m:n := x m+1 x m+2 ..x n form words. Each instance of a process has a specific past ← −
x ≡ x −∞:0 , with each specific future − → x ≡ x 0:∞ occurring according to the conditional probability P (
. Processes are assumed to be stationary, such that they are invariant with respect to time-translations 1 . We hence omit the corresponding index t.
A stochastic process (A), a general simulator (B), and a q-simulator (C) generally all retain some memory about the past (brown, dotted lines) between each symbol emission. A) A stochastic process is a bi-infinite string of random variables, . . . , X−2, X−1, X0, X1, X2, . . .. We picture it here as 'emitting' symbols xt at discrete times t.
B) The process' simulator equally emits symbols xt at times t. Its output is statistically indistinguishable from the process itself. C) A q-simulator is a specific type of simulator which uses quantum memory, initialised in state |σi with probability πi (top register), and a sequentially-repeated unitary interaction with one or multiple symbol registers. It may be thought of as a 'black box' (represented in grey) which takes states |0 as input and returns output states whose measurement statistics in the computational basis are indistinguishable from the process itself. The physical system which supplies the blank |0 -states can be reused at each step.
A simulator replicates the conditional behaviour of the corresponding process (Fig. 1B) . It is represented by a hidden Markov model (HMM) [22] : For each past ← − x , the simulator's memory can be configured in some internal state s← − x , such that its future outputs are statistically indistinguishable from the stochastic process that is being modelled. Once configured in s← − x , the simulator sequentially emits symbols governed by the expected conditional probability distribution P ( − → X | ← − x ). To do so it needs to update the state of its memory at each timestep. For instance, on emitting a symbol r a simulator in state s← − x would transition to state s← − x corresponding to the updated past ← − x = ← − x r. Computational mechanics singles out a specific type of HMM called -machine by application of Ockham's razori.e., the internal states should contain as much information about the past as is required for accurate simulation of the future but nothing more [1] [2] [3] [4] . This is formalised by a mapping ε : A ∞ → Σ which partitions the set of pasts into a set of internal states Σ = {s 1 , s 2 , . . .} according to the following equivalence relation:
Accordingly, all pasts which imply identical future statistics correspond to the same internal state (called causal state in this context).
For illustration, consider the alternating process -a string of alternating symbols 1 and 0. Its future may be replicated by storing only the last symbol. This process hence has two causal states, in correspondence with the last observed value.
Eq. 1 entails a property called unifilarity. It implies that the current causal state, together with the next output symbol, determines the subsequent causal state with certainty, i.e., by some function λ(i, x) which takes the value of the next causal state's label. Hence, the conditional transition probabilities P (x, j|i) -corresponding to a transition from state s i to state s j upon emission of symbol x -can be expressed in terms of P (x|i), the probability of emitting symbol x from causal state i:
where δ j,k is the Kronecker-δ. In practice, an ε-machine's defining quantities A, Σ, P (x|i), and λ(i, x) may be obtained from a given data string by a suitable reconstruction algorithm [1, 23, 24] .
It follows from stationarity that P (x|i) and λ(i, x) do not change over time. Moreover, the stationary probability π j of being in causal state s j is time-independent.
This allows the definition of the statistical complexity
It represents the average amount of information an ε-machine needs to store about the past [1, 2, 25] . Alternatively, the topological complexity
quantifies the memory of an ε-machine in terms of the number of causal states |Σ| [1] .
Q-simulators and their internal states. We now describe qsimulators -fully-quantum simulators for stationary stochastic processes that extend ε-machines to the quantum domain. Illustrated in Fig. 1C , they are a specific type of simulator comprising a single quantum system as internal memory and functioning by repeated application of the same unitary operation U . A q-simulator for a given stochastic process features a set of internal states {|σ i }, each associated with the process' corresponding causal state. These states may be used to unitarily generate a future pattern of any length, one symbol at a time (Fig. 1C) .
Starting in |σ i , the total state of the circuit after the first application of U is given by
where the sum goes over all symbols x. Using Eq. 2 we may equally write
More generally, after L applications, the total state corresponding to the first L + 1 registers in Fig. 1C is
Here, λ(i, x 0:L ) extends previous notation in a natural way from single symbols to words. U only acts on two registers at a time (see Fig. 1C ); identity operations on the remaining registers are omitted. When the symbol-registers are measured in the computational basis (i.e., given by {|x }) each word x 0:L , corresponding to a single state |σ λ(i,x 0:L ) in the sum, is measured with the desired probability P (x 0:L |i). This extends to mixtures of different |L i .
It remains to be shown that the desired operator U actually exists. Considering states |L i , |L j , |M i , and |M j , as defined by Eq. 6, this is the case iff
For any unitary operator U which fulfils U |σ j |0 = |1 j ∀ j, Eq. 7 is also fulfilled as a consequence of unitarity. Conversely, if Eq. 7 is not fulfilled there does not exist a unitary U as required by Eqns. 5 and 6 [26] . In the following section, we describe a constructive procedure for obtaining U which starts from Eq. 7. First, however, we consider the memory required for such unitary simulation, i.e., in the top register of Fig. 1C , initialised in state |σ i with probability π i (See Supplementary Information A). As in the classical case, this memory may be quantified in two ways: by its entropic information content (quantum machine complexity C q ) and by the logarithm of the required memory Hilbert space dimension (C 0 q ) which always upper-bounds C q 2 . Extending Eqns. 3, 4 to the quantum case:
In general, C q ≤ C µ , C 
as a function of some system parameter ζ [15, [28] [29] [30] .
While the present focus lies on C q -in line with previous literature -the results equally apply to C In Supplementary Information C it is proven that Eq. 8 coincides with the memory requirements of the simplest previously known quantum models [18, 19] . Unitary generation. The unitary operator associated with each q-simulator is obtained as follows, starting from the representation of a given ε-machine in terms of A, Σ, P (x|i), and λ(i, x): (I) Express |1 i in terms of |σ j (Eqns. 5) and solve Eqns. 7 for the inner products c ij ≡ σ i | σ j .
(II) On a Hilbert space of dimension |Σ| choose some basis {|e j } and express {|σ j } in an inverse Gram-Schmidt procedure, i.e. 3 4 :
(III) Solve Eq. 5 for those columns of U which correspond to input states |e j |0 . This determines the matrix elements U ij,i 0 ≡ e i | j|U |e i |0 .
(IV) Obtain the remaining columns of U by a Gram-Schmidt procedure starting from the already-determined columns. 2 Operationally, Cq may be understood as the asymptotic memory requirement for storing the current causal states of many parallel, independent and identically distributed processes. For N → ∞ processes, the number of required qubits scales as N Cq [27] . C 0 q , on the other hand, quantifies the memory required in a single run in terms of the memory Hilbert space dimension. 3 For some processes, the internal states |σ j may be linearly-dependent.
This does not impede the generality of our construction: We may set U to be the identity operation on that subspace which is not spanned by {|σ j }. 4 A similar construction was presented in Supplementary Information C of [19] . In that case, however, subsequent memory states are not generally unitarily connected.
This prescription is constructive, and works for all discretevalued stationary processes with a finite number of causal states (see Supplementary Information D) . Example: upset-gambler process. We demonstrate our construction explicitly for the upset-gambler process. The process is distinguished as being particularly simple but yet having infinitely long memory (more technically: cryptic order, cf.
Replacing Arabic with Roman numerals for the states of the upset-gambler process we have:
, and (11)
Eqns. 7, 10 allow the internal states to be expressed in terms of any orthonormal qubit basis {|e j }:
This in turn allows for the specification of the first and third column of the desired unitary matrix U , written in the basis {|e 1 |0 , |e 1 |1 , |e 2 |0 , |e 2 |1 }:
Here, stands for undetermined matrix entries. The only condition for determining these entries is that the four columns of the matrix must form an orthonormal basis. For instance, a simple choice would be (0, 0, 0, 1) T for the second column and ( √ pq, − √ pq, √p , 0) T for the fourth. Using this 2-qubit unitary operator, the upset-gambler process can be simulated with internal entropy C q throughout. The latter may be easily computed using Eqns. 8, 13, and the stationary probabilities π A = 1/(1 + p), π B = p/(1 + p). Relation to previous works. Q-simulators coincide with previous models for the case of Markovian processes [17] [18] [19] where unitary implementation has already been demonstrated [16, 31] . For non-Markovian processes, however, the currently simplest known quantum models face a trade-off between memory reduction due to quantum encoding and increasing size of the simulator's working memory (proportional to the number L of |A|-dimensional systems constituting said memory) [18, 19] . This trade-off can be seen in those models' quantum machine complexity:
Here, orthonormal states |j (i.e., |λ(i, x 0:L ) ) correspond to classical causal states s j . While this has not been proven in general, there is strong numerical indication thatC q (L) decreases with increasing encoding length L [19] . No further reduction occurs when L exceeds the cryptic order, formally defined as the smallest k for which the following conditional Shannon entropy vanishes:
Here, S k is the random variable corresponding to the causal state after k time-steps. Hence,C q (k) =C q (M ) ∀ M > k. In the case of infinite cryptic order,C q (L) approaches lim L→∞Cq (L) exponentially [18, 19] . Supplementary Information C contains the proof that C q = lim L→∞Cq (L). Importantly, q-simulators only require a single system of dimension |A| as working memory to achieve the same memory savings. This is shown in Fig. 2 for the example of the upset-gambler process. In addition to a trade-off between memory savings and dimension of the internal working memory, previous models for non-Markovian processes implicitly rely on a measure-andprepare logic [17] [18] [19] [20] . They encode causal states in distinct orthogonal states of the simulator's internal memory (i.e., the states |j in Eq. 16) and require projective measurement and a fresh encoding for the next simulation step. For instance, if causal state |j were measured, the state |η j (L) would be prepared. Between measurement and preparation the memory required to store the outcome consequently equals the classical statistical complexity C µ . Q-simulators add to these mod-els by allowing for unitary simulation even of non-Markovian processes, hence confirming that C q = lim L→∞Cq (L) correctly identifies the amount of quantum memory throughout the simulation and not just at intermediate points. Since qsimulators operate by sequential application of the same unitary interaction at each time-step, they require no additional processing of the memory system. Discussion. We have introduced unitary quantum simulators of stochastic processes which store less information than any classical counterpart. The resulting q-simulator encodes relevant information about a process' past directly into states retained in quantum memory. At each time-step t, the qsimulator unitarily interacts its memory and an incoming ancillary system, such that later measurement of that system in a standard basis yields a statistically correct output x t , and simultaneously collapses the memory into the correct quantum state for continued simulation at the next time-step. Our framework is constructive: Given a stochastic process, one can solve for both the quantum memory-states and the exact form of the unitary gate allowing future simulation. The resulting quantum simulator's required memory, C q , aligns with the best previously known quantum constructions [17] [18] [19] . Our new simulation scheme then improves upon these by providing a means to generate desired predictions, one step at a time, by repeated unitary interaction such that the memory of the simulator never exceeds C q at any time during the operation. It hence avoids trade-offs between entropic memory reduction and dimension of the memory state space. Complementing reference [19] , our results may be used to analytically compute C q . The same construction holds when the singleshot memory quantifier C 0 q is considered, further reducing the memory Hilbert space for processes which exhibit C 0 q < C 0 µ . These results pave the way to new experimental realisations. Quantum advantage in stochastic simulation has been demonstrated for the special case of Markovian processes [16, 31] , but dimensional scaling has so far made simulations of non-Markovian counterparts significantly more challenging. Application of our results to an infinite Markov order process has resulted in a q-simulator that requires only a single two-qubit unitary gate and a single qubit of memory, bringing it well within reach of present experimental technologies.
It would be interesting to extend these results to continuoustime processes [28, 32] , and to interactive systems which take information from their environment and use it to generate suitable output responses [33, 34] . In both cases quantum models have been demonstrated to be more powerful than all classical counterparts. Our techniques offer a promising approach towards building unitary quantum simulators for such generalised scenarios.
These further research avenues will benefit from recent results that relate stochastic processes to so-called matrix product states (MPS) which are used in the description of quantum spin chains [35] . A q-simulator's memory register is initialised in state |σ i with the corresponding stationary probability π i . The eigenvalues of the resulting mixed state
define the quantum statistical complexity C q (Eq. 8) and the quantum topological complexity C 0 q (Eq. 9). More generally, any Renyi entropy H α (φ) may equally be calculated in terms of φ's eigenvalues. In this section we prove that φ is a fixed point of the channel Λ which U induces on the memory register:
Here, tr S denotes a partial trace over the symbol register.
In the first three lines, we have used Eqns. 2 and 5. The fifth line follows from the fourth by unifilarity (see Eq. 2) and the last three lines follow, first, from basic probability theory (using P (a) = b P (a|b)P (b) = b P (a, b)) and then from stationarity of the process (i.e., π j = P (j) in the present shorthand notation). This result implies that the memory requirement of a q-simulator may be characterised by any Renyi-entropy H α (φ) when the simulator operates on the stationary state. The quantum statistical complexity C q (α → 1) and the quantum topological complexity C 0 q (α = 0) are of particular physical relevance. If the register corresponding to the output symbol is measured, the total entropy of memory and symbol register decreases (equally for multiple measured output registers). Importantly, this implies that the entropy of the memory register -initialised in φ -is bounded from above by C q when conditioned on measurement results on the output registers.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION B: THE UPSET-GAMBLER PROCESS
The upset-gambler process is depicted in Fig. S1 . It is assumed that 0 < p < 1, 0 < q < 1. The restriction to q > p, which was introduced for simplicity of notation in the main text, is here replaced by the more general assumption p = q. Note that for p = q this process would reduce to a biased coin, comprising only a single causal state. The process statistics remain non-Markovian as p approaches q. However, in this limit the upset-gambler statistics become more and more similar to a biased coin. . ε-machine representation of the upset-gambler process. This process has infinite cryptic order. Each edge is labelled by the emitted symbol followed by its probability of emission.
This process describes a skilled gambler who loses with probability p (output: 0). When she loses she becomes upset and plays one game with a different losing probability q. Figs. S2 and S3 show C µ and C q for the full parameter range of the upset-gambler process (0 < p < 1, 0 < q < 1, p = q).
FIG. S2. Cµ (red) and Cq (green) as functions of the parameters p and q. For p = q the process becomes a biased coin which has no statistical complexity. This value is reached discontinuously in the case of Cµ and continuously for Cq. The brown line indicates the parameter values which were used in Fig. 2 . The blue intersecting plane is shown in Fig. S3 .
Despite its simplicity, the upset-gambler process exhibits some remarkable properties which are symptomatic for a large group of complex processes:
1. It has infinite cryptic and Markov order. That is, the memory time of the process is infinitely long. This is indicated by the fact that the same words of any length can be emitted starting from either one of the causal states, s A or s B .
2.
It shows what has been called the "ambiguity of simplicity" [13, 14, 16] . This is clearly visible in Fig. S3 where C q has negative slope between its local maximum at p ≈ 0.28 and p → 0.8 while C µ has positive slope in the same parameter range. For instance,
This entails that the (statistical) complexity one should attribute to a stochastic process depends on the type of memory substrate (quantum or classical).
3. For p → q the ratio C µ /C q -termed quantum advantage in [20] -diverges, implying unbounded memory savings when using quantum rather than classical memory to simulate a large number of independent, identical upset-gambler processes with p and q approaching equality. This may be clearly observed in Fig. S3 (see blue, dotted curve). The memory required by a q-simulator may be quantified, as is commonly done, by the quantum statistical complexity C q (Eq. 8) for the assymptotic case of many independent and identical processes being simulated in parallel. In a single run the quantum topological complexity C 0 q (Eq. 9) may serve as an alternative quantifier of the simulator's memory (see Supplementary Information A).
C q is straightforward to compute with the approach described in the main text. In this section we show that it also corresponds to the smallest quantum statistical complexity previously reported in other works [18, 19] :
Consider Eq. 6 again, which is our model's analogue to Eq. 16:
Note that in the first line of this equation U only acts on the space of internal states and that of one symbol at a time. As before, identity operations on the remaining symbol spaces have been omitted for clarity. Since
the numerical value of Eq. 8 does not change if the states |σ j are replaced with the corresponding states |L j . Hence, in order to prove Eq. S4 it is in fact sufficient to show that
The difference inside this limit can be bounded as follows (Each step is explained in the paragraphs below the equation):
From the first to the second line the sum was restricted to only those words x 0:L which lead to different causal states when emitted from the initial states s i and s j , respectively. In all cases where a word leads to the same state the difference inside the brackets vanishes. For finite Markov order R ≤ L this happens for all i, j, and x 0:L (Markov order is defined as the smallest R for which the following conditional Shannon entropy H vanishes: H[S R |X 0:R ] = 0). The proof is hence already complete for cases of finite Markov order. Its remainder is hence only concerned with processes of infinite Markov order. The third line follows from the second (1) by virtue of the fact that the δ-function vanishes for all elements left in the sum, and (2) due to the first term in the bracket being non-negative and upper-bounded by unity for all i = j (Equality holds only if the sum vanishes at finite L).
The step from the third to the fourth line requires some further definitions. First, the matrix ζ acts on the space of causal state pairs (s i , s j ) represented by orthonormal states |(s i , s j ) . It is very similar to the identically-labelled matrix which appears in reference [19] in the context of the quantum pairwise merger machine (QPMM). We follow a similar line of argument here (with the difference that the present ζ is a |Σ| 2 × |Σ| 2 -matrix and there is no 'sink' state, where |Σ| is the number of causal states). The matrix elements are
Here, each pair of indices (i, j) is understood as a row index of the matrix and analogously, (i , j ) is a column index. It is easily confirmed that this implies the following entries of the matrix ζ L :
First, note that since all elements of ζ L are positive it is certainly column-substochastic for all ε-machines with infinite Markov order and L > |Σ|:
This can be seen as follows:
Equality between the first and the last line holds if and only if the corresponding ε-machine involves deterministic causal state transition chains from causal states s i and s j under emission of the same word of length L (s i may be the same as s j ). However, it is easily confirmed that as long as L > |Σ| any such ε-machine must have Markov order R = |Σ|. Hence, for all ε-machines of finite |Σ| and infinite Markov order, ζ L is row-substochastic for L > |Σ|. Gerschgorin's theorem applies to such matrices and it directly implies that all singular values, and hence also the spectral radius are strictly smaller than unity [36] .
This in turn implies
Hence, Eq. S6 vanishes for infinite Markov order as well as for finite Markov order (as already proved above). This proves Eq. S4 for all cases where the number of causal states is finite: A q-simulator's entropic memory requirement C q is as small as that of the best previous predictive models, i.e., lim L→∞Cq (L).
In reference [19] it was shown that all pairwise overlaps η i (L)| η j (L) monotonically decrease with increasing L. It was pointed out in the same reference that this does not mathematically imply thatC q (N ) ≤C q (M ) for N > M . While strong evidence of such monotonic convergence was given, a general proof remains, as of yet, elusive. In the main text we gave an algorithm for the construction of the set of internal memory states |σ i and the unitary operator U . For the sake of completeness, in this section we show that step I) always has a solution and comment on what happens in step II) when the states |σ i are linerarly dependent. Steps III) and IV) of the algorithm require no further explanation.
(I) We show that a solution exists by specifying it explicitly. Introducing the notation − → x t := x t+1 x t+2 . . . for infinite-length words, a solution to Eq. 7 is given by the following assignment:
where P ( − → x t |i) denotes the probability of emitting the infinite-length word − → x t when starting in causal state s i . Note that c ij = − → xt P ( − → x t |i )P ( − → x t |j ) ∀ t, due to stationarity of the underlying process. We express Eq. 7 explicitly and insert Eq. S12 to show self-consistency:
x,i ,j P (x, i |i)P (x, j |j)c i j = i ,j x P (x, i |i)P (x, j |j)
(II) The construction is self-explanatory but it is worth highlighting that the states |σ i are not necessarily linearly-independent. In this case only r of the basis states |e i will appear in the construction, where r < |Σ| is the rank of {|σ i }. In Eq. 10, the prefactors of states |e s with s > r all simply vanish and the general construction is hence equally valid in this case.
